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WANGARATTA 4X4 CLUB

Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club
Committee Members
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee

David Robinson (Robbo)
Jim Bramich
Bruce Gooday
Irene ham
Noel Ham
Stan williams

The Wangaratta 4WD Club has evolved from a
few members in 1983, to a membership of over
40. The Club is made up of individuals and
families who are interested in responsible Four
Wheel Driving. There is no restriction on the
make or type of four wheel drive vehicle, and
there is always plenty of variety and
camaraderie amongst members.
Where we live: Members live all over the North
East and beyond, including from Benalla,
Beechworth, Glenrowan, Milawa, Albury,
Wodonga, Wangaratta, Goorambat, Tatong and
Melbourne.

David Blore

Property:

Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club
is a member of the Victorian
Association of Four Wheel Drive
Clubs.

Craig Cheetham

Merchandise
Sergeant at Arms
4WD Victoria
Representative
Editor
Trip Coordinator
Web Master

Bruce Gooday
Craig Cheetham
Maria Lucas
No Appointment
Terry Dillon

Affiliations: Members of our club are proud to
be part of the Adopt a Hut Program and work
with Parks Victoria to look after Top Crossing
and Lake Cobbler huts.
We are also affiliated with the South Coast Four
Wheel Drive Club based at Wollongong, and
the Four Wheel Drive Club of WA. Current
members of the respective clubs are entitled to
Reciprocal Membership.
.
Membership: Single or family $80 p.a.

WEBSITE:
www.wangaratta4x4club.org.au

General Meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday
of the month, generally at the North East Car
Club Rooms, Tarrawingee Recreation Reserve, commencing 8.00pm. There is no meeting in January.
Please refer to the club calendar.
Visitors are always most welcome.
Track Torque: Newsletter Contributions may be forwarded to …

Editor : Maria Lucas
 5762 3620

:

editor@wangaratta4x4club.org.au

Editorial Deadline – Usually 1st of the month. This is your newsletter so be a part
of it and send any articles of interest, comments, birthdays, etc, to the editor.
Advertising: $80.00/yr. Please contact the editor for further details.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the editor or of
Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club Inc. The editor reserves the right to delete any section of any article, or reject any
article, which has been sent in for publication in the Newsletter.

Front Cover: Butcher country
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The President’s Page
There have been loads of 4x4 driving trips
arranged in the first quarter of this year and
I hope everyone has had a chance to take
part. Don‟t worry however if you have been
missing out as there is a few good trips
arranged for the second quarter of the year.
We also have our training weekend in
which we will have our two very own 4x4Vic
certified trainers Jim Bramich and Stan
Williams. They will be giving everyone a
chance to show off their driving skills and
more importantly learning new ones. All this
takes place in the lovely Buckland Valley.
Personally I am praying for rain as it makes
the driving more exciting. The base camp
will act as a classroom come rain or shine
and there is always a good campfire which
leads to everyone having a good gossip
about the tracks and the experience‟s they have found on the training days.
I‟m sure we will have a good turn out of members and I‟ll see you there.
We have been recently building up our equipment for the use of members and volunteers, the newest
addition is a sat phone. After some intense wrangling between members especially on the committees
we have purchased a sat phone on a pay as you go option. There will be conditions for its use as it is
primarily for volunteers, but those participating in outback tours will have a chance to use it if is available.
The details for its issue and use will be forthcoming as soon as the committee have formally agreed to its
use.
We are still applying for new grants and hope to purchase a trailer in the near future, which will carry all
the club equipment, watch this space.
See you all at the training day soon.
Robbo
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Member’s Page

This month something for our younger members
A book mark to
cut out and use

Colouring In
Colouring in drawings are from
freecolouring org. Colouring
helps kids in so many ways
and is the best way to teach
them about colours.

Camper's All
Purpose Baking
Mix
This baking mix is easy to make, affordable, and very versatile. You
can use it for just about any kind of bread, biscuits, cinnamon rolls,
pizza dough, pancakes, and more!
The recipe below will make a large batch that can be stored in a
zipper-lock bag or other container, and you can take just the amount
you are going to need.





8 Cups All Purpose Flour
1/2 Cup Powdered Milk
5 TBS. Baking Powder
4 tsp. Salt

Mix well, and store until needed. Before your camping or backpacking trip, just measure
out what you'll need into smaller containers. Recipe from free camping recipe.com
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To grandfather Murray McEachern
Stephen and Helen are proud parents to Ryan Joseph
Bickerdike who was born on the 23rd April weighing 7lb
12 oz. Congratulations to Murray, Judy and family.

In May

Two New Classes at the
Ironman Cliffhanger

Rob
Alan
Bethne
Marilyn
Murray
Hayden
Lachlan
Grace
Rosalie
Matthew
Claire
Ellen
Stan
Adrian

Buchan
Davis
Williams
McClellan
McEachern
Suffield
Suffield
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Williams
Williams

th

25
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26th
3rd
9th
14th
19th
31st
27th
8th

The majority of the vehicle line up is Challenge Class – typically road registered with significant engine
modifications or changes such as 6 liter V8, alternative suspension such as coil over, hybrid winches and
body chops, etc.
The dynamics of the sport are changing with some of Australia‟s best drivers now competing in either
Production Class and in Buggies.
Production Class limits the extent of allowable modifications. This is an attempt to keep the sport
affordable and competitive to a driver ability basis. In Production Class the chassis and engines can not
be changed, the winch is limited to 12V on a single 6HP motor and the suspension is limited to off the
shelf variations to standard
configurations. These vehicles still
need to comply with CCDA safety
standards with full Roll Bars and
window nets, etc but more resemble
well prepared 4WD Club vehicles.
There are new Buggy Classes
emerging in the winch challenge
scene. Although the interest in rock
crawling buggies is reducing there is
new interest in buggies or purpose
built vehicles to class specifications.
These are showing great promise
and the spectators are loving them.

The further you investigate this new breed you realise there are factions or classes within this category
and these too can be accommodated if numbers permit.
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So this year the Ironman Cliffhanger will compliment the Challenge Class by trialing the introduction of
Production Class and Buggy Class. All classes will compete together doing the same stages and stage
results and prizes will be shared as if all vehicles are just in the one class. The Ironman Cliffhanger has
the reputation as being Australia‟s richest event with $30,000 cash prize money. So regardless of class,
the best 10 places of each of the 20 stages all earn $100 each ($20,000). Most teams get a top 10 in at
least 1 stage so almost everyone gets a piece of the pie.. Also regardless of class the overall winner
takes home an additional $5000 cash, 2nd place $3000 cash and 3rd place $2000.
Class results will be published and trophies awarded to best in class.
As mentioned earlier this is a trial basis. For this to work there needs to be numbers of entries in each
class. There is a minimum requirement of 5 starting vehicles required per class in order to establish
scoring within each class.
Complimenting the 40 Challenge Class entries already booked and paid a special provision has been
made to accommodate some 5 to 10 entries in each of the 2 new classes.
For entry details please refer to www.ironmancliffhanger.com.au

Some light relief
"Life should not be a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in an attractive and well
preserved body, but rather to skid in sideways, champagne in one hand, strawberries in the other, body
thoroughly used up, totally worn out and screaming "woo hoo, what a ride!"
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Notice to Members
Change in Membership Fees Explained
(This is not a request for payment of fees)

2009/2010 fees.
At the AGM in August 2009 it was agreed to increase our fees to $80.00. This fee covers membership to
the Association of Four Wheel Drive Victoria, insurance, training, loan of club equipment and the
running costs of the club.

Change of AGM date and fee changes.
As a result of a low number of members at our AGM, due to many travelling north during winter, and also
in response to a request from Four Wheel Drive Victoria, our club decided to change our AGM to March.
At the AGM in March 2010 it was decided that the fees remain at $80.00 per year.
As we have changed the AGM date, it was decided to bring our fee structure into alignment. So, when
fees are due in August 2010, a half yearly fee of $40.00 will be payable. This will cover membership
until our next AGM in March 2011 (7 months) at which time the normal membership fee will be due This is a once off arrangement.

Guests:
FWDVIC have requested that guests pay an insurance fee, which they have set at $10.00. This fee is
for all guests in one car as long as they belong to the same family. The fee is not payable again, and if
they become members it is deducted from the membership fee.

Fees:
Membership: $80.00 per year
Joining Fee: $20.00 Once off fee to cover name badges/member pack
Sponsorship: $80.00 Advertising in monthly newsletter and webpage
Guests:
$10.00 Payable to FWDVIC to cover insurance
Once off membership for all members: $40.00
Instead of paying a full membership fee, a once off half yearly membership fee
of $40.00 will be due in August 2010 to bring us in line with the new AGM in
March 2011.
If you have any further questions about membership, please give me a call.
Irene Ham, Treasurer
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Minutes of General Meeting
Minutes of the General Meeting
Wangaratta 4x4 Club
13 April 2010
In the absence of President David Robinson the meeting was chaired by VP Jim Bramich.

Present: As per attendance book.
Apologies: Terry & Meg Dillon, David Blore, Murray & Judy McEachern, Maria Lucas, Ron Beurs.
Minutes of previous meeting approved on the motion of Craig Cheetham / Graham Abotomey.
Correspondence:
IN:.
OUT:.

Treasurer’s report:

General account balance $9,728.76.
Membership fees not due until August.
Report approved on the motion of Sue Abotomey / Vicki Davis.

Committee reports:
Stan Williams reported on Club Training to be held on 15-16 May 2010.

Trip reports:

Noel Ham – Mitchell Station and beyond – North West coast of Tasmania
Bruce Gooday – Wyperfeld National Park
Craig Cheetham – Wyperfeld National Park

General Business:






Club fees to be advised in the next magazine;
pro-forma medical information forms are available on the web site;
a driver is requires to help Camp Typo on Anzac weekend (contact Doc Hair);
information on Nav runs in the Strathbogies (29-30 May) available from Irene Ham;
Club birthday dinner at McVoy Tavern Eldorado on 22 May – advise Stan early.

Moved Graham Abotomey, Seconded Vicki Davis:
“That the club purchase a satellite phone on a user-pays basis to a value not exceeding $2,700.”
Motion carried.

Fines:

David Jackson announced that this year „confessions‟ would feature in fine sessions.

Meeting closed at 9.30pm.
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Committee Meeting Rap 27/4/2010
The club has purchased a satellite phone. The committee agreed that volunteer activities have priority
over all other activities in the event of conflict over use.
Bethne Williams has agreed to stand in for Terry as Webmaster while Meg and Terry visit the Kimberleys
later this year.
The committee agreed that members‟ personal advertisements can appear on the club website without
cost so long as they are in the same form as appears in the club magazine. Maria (magazine editor)
requested that such advertisements be kept to a one hundred word limit.
The club is investigating the purchase of a trailer to transport club equipment to club events.
Subsidised chainsaw training will be available to members soon. The purpose of the training is so that
members can assist in volunteer activities such as track clearing – for which a certificate of competence
is required. Track clearing will occur on the weekend of 16-17 October 2010. Members should note that
this is a one-off subsidy made possible through a grant associated with bushfire recovery assistance.
Several committee members observed that club members‟ email addresses had been used by members
for purposes other than club business. The committee resolved to discourage further inappropriate use
of such private information.
Committee meeting round up by Bruce Gooday.

“Albury Wodonga’s Complete 4WD Equipment Centre”

DISCOUNT FOR CLUB MEMBERS

02 6021 2477
pleasmith@arb.com.au
See Peter, Nathan, Damian or Mick
476 Hume Street Albury (Next to Hungry Jack’s)
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VICTORIA
Driving In A Sustainable Environment
For more information visit the website: www.fwdvictoria.org.au
The following information has been taken from E-news and the FWD Victoria website. If you would like
to receive a free copy of E-news, email the Fwd Vic office and ask to be placed on the email list.
E-mail: office@fwdvictoria.org.au
Closed road permits- Mt Skene
Mansfield Shire Council has given approval again to ONLY members of FWDV affiliated clubs to use the
closed road Jamieson to Mt. Skene this coming winter. Road closure operates July 1st until October
31st.
For club-members to use this closed road they must have a permit which can only be issued by applying
to the FWDV Office, and not the Council or Police. Once issued the permit must be carried at all times
when using that road. The Police and Shire Council shall be checking users for permits.
Members are reminded to protect this privilege because members of the general public who are not
authorised may try and tag along. Be alert and aware.
Caravan Industry Association
FWDV has joined the CIA, but it's not the top secret American organisation! It‟s the Caravan Industry
Association. This will enable FWDV to promote itself more, and with its various training packages, to the
increasing number of people camping, caravanning and travelling Australia these days.
Interesting figures from CIA show that around 85% of all Australian caravan, camping and accessory
manufacturing companies are based in the greater Melbourne metropolitan area, with about 18,000 new
caravans and campers manufactured in 2007.
There are over 30 caravan manufacturers, 60 camper/slide-on manufacturers and 15 motor-home
manufacturers within Australia. One third of all recreational sales are in Victoria. 96% of all recreational
vehicles are manufactured in Australia, with the rest imported from Canada, North America, South Africa,
Europe, China, New Zealand and the UK.
This is why Victoria is considered the recreational vehicle capital of Australia. It was recently estimated
that some 290,000 grey nomads were travelling Australia at any one time.

Victorian High Country Huts
Association
VHCHA
The following information has been taken from the
VHCHA website : http://www.vhcha.org.au
This site has further information on the Victorian High
country huts and activities associated with each area.
Our club is a member of this organisation, with
Graeme Abotomey our representative.
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PARKS VICTORIA
The following info was accessed from a Link to Parks Vics website: Check out this site
for more information http://www.parkweb.vic.gov.au

Free entry to Victoria's healthy parks from 1 July will help make Victorians
healthier
11 Apr 2010

Parks Victoria welcomes Premier John Brumby's announcement that entry to all of Victoria's national
parks and metropolitan parks will be made free of charge to encourage people to get active in the great
outdoors.
Opening the international Healthy Parks Healthy People Congress at the Melbourne Convention and
Exhibition Centre, Mr Brumby said the health benefits for people getting out and exploring the natural
world far outweighed the benefits of collecting entry fees from parks.
From 1 July 2010 there will be no entry fee to any national park or metropolitan park in Victoria. Parks
Victoria estimates that removing entry fees will increase visitor numbers by 25 per cent to 50 per cent at
most sites.
National parks that will be free are Wilsons Promontory, Mount Buffalo, Baw Baw, Mornington Peninsula,
Yarra Ranges (Mount Donna Buang) and Point Nepean as well as Werribee Park, Coolart, National
Rhododendron Gardens and William Ricketts Sanctuary metropolitan parks.
Encouraging people to get out and about in Victoria's parks is good for community wellbeing and good
for regional economies. Tens of millions of people enjoy our parks each year so making them more
accessible will mean Victoria is an even better place to live, work and raise a family.

Chainsaw Training
A 2 day chainsaw training course will be held at Moyhu Sunday May 30th and June 9th 2010 from
10am to 4pm. Courses are for members who will be able to participate with clearing later in the
year. Please contact Kris Suffield for further
details.

 Canvas Creations of all types
Retail saddlery
Full repair service
2/165 Mount Buller Rd. Mansfield Vic 3722
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Travelling With Poltergeists
(Based on Actual Events)
Or
(Never Let the Truth Stand in the Way of a good Story)
More information on & photos of this trip are available at http://www.greygypsies.com.au/trips/wyperfeld/default.htm

After all the horror stories of cars taking control of their own destiny and Mr
Toyota‟s apologies but no resolution to the problem it was with some
trepidation that we set off on our Easter holiday into Wyperfeld National Park
with Bruce (Gooday) in his all-singing all-dancing Landcruiser VX (VX=Very
Expensive). Before the horror stories started to emerge we had experienced
his car taking control of a descent down the Blue Rag rock ledges. At that time
we were most impressed in the way the electronics walked the car down the
steep incline. Now…
True to our word we met Bruce at Nalinga and set off for Wyperfeld using a route Bruce assured us was
the best route, discovered by his son when travelling to visit Bruce. We had not used this route
previously so we enjoyed the change of scenery. Along the way we passed the Bendigo Gliding Club
field which started the nostalgia flowing. We must re-visit the field and check out the gliders.
Between Rainbow and Wyperfeld we missed the turnoff to the OTIT camp and arrived at Western
Beach, crossed Lake Albacutya & found the campsite packed full of cars, horses and people. We were
about to look elsewhere when one of the people called us over and told us they were leaving; it had
been a day trip from Rainbow for them, & they left us with a very nice camp fire and some wood already
collected (Thanks locals). We pitched camp and collected some more wood and settled down to tea and
a viewing of the night skies, until… What was that? The windows of the Cruiser started to open and emit
a variety of electronic chirps. No! Bruce did not have the keys in his hand. Hmmmm.

If I cannot drive up I'll climb it

Next day (Saturday) we set off for the Milmed Track with the
Wyperfeld Warrior (aka Meg) at the wheel of the trusty Navara;
some sand driving experience was called for. The track proved
quite a challenge for the Warrior who handled most of the track with
aplomb until we arrived at the steepest pinch. After two almost
successful (well!) attempts the chicken track proved a neat solution.
We were wondering what Bruce would think of Milmed Rock and
were most astonished when he did not think it compared with Ayers
Rock. There is just no satisfying some people. All around the track
was the greenery we had seen on previous trips. For a desert
Wyperfeld has a lot of green.

Saturday afternoon we arrived into Big Billy Bore. There were quite a few cars there already and we
were expecting Craig with his party of
Jeepies; they arrived about an hour
after us. After visiting the jeepies for
the evening we went home for
another visitation. During the night
the Toyota decided it needed some
fresh air so it opened its sun roof.
Just as well it did not rain.
Sunday saw us out on the tracks
around White Springs via Mt Ida and
its wildflower areas.
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After our briefing by Craig last night we revised the tracks we would take and set off, the Toyota sparka-lark-a-ling after its overnight breather.
We had a look at Clarence Track, near Big Dune Track, where Craig boasted, with some justification of
the dizzying heights he had achieved on the sand hill. We decided to not challenge him and walked
(perhaps climbed) the hill for quite a nice view. Then, on to White Springs and lunch to the
accompanying spectacular bird song.

Back to Big Billy Bore for Sunday night, wondering what antics Mr Toyota had in store for us.
Broken Bucket camp at the southern end of Wyperfeld has been a fall back if Big Billy
Bore was too crowded. Just as well we did not have to use it. When we arrived early
Monday we found a mosquito ridden rundown & untidy area, very disappointing. At
this stage Bruce decided to take his all-singing all-dancing
Toyota down to visit family on the way home. We headed off to
Chinamans Well Track. The track was easy but quite bouncy and well handled by
the Warrior who, by now, was becoming seasoned and drove the track without
assistance (without comments from the peanut gallery). Along the track the
vegetation varied quite dramatically. When wet the areas around Bore 1 & 2
would be very swampy, perhaps impassable. The well is deep and totaally
enclosed in netting.
We reached the Netting fence Track quite early so decided to head for home instead of camping out
again. In the words of one of our famous younger members, not a shabby trip. We love Wyperfeld, its
greenery & variety of vegetation and will be back. There are still a few areas to see such as Bluff Track
and other tracks around White Springs.
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**Its not often that an editor gets 2 reports for the same trip but it has happened on this occasion. I
enjoyed reading both reports so I have published both. Its great to get different perspectives of a trip so
please enjoy.

Mt Sunday and Beyond
19th- 21st March

Participants: Noel and Irene Ham, Alan and Vicki Davis, Frank and Henry Stephens, Jim, Maxwell and
Edward Bramich, Stan and Bethne Williams, Rob Holden
Due to the distance involved, Sheepyard Flat was the designated assembly point for an early start on
Saturday morning. Alan and Vicky headed up early on Friday and secured a good spot for us to camp
overnight. They were no doubt somewhat bemused as our crew struggled in at various points during that
evening and following morning. We were thankful for the fire that was ready for us on arrival, with the dry
wood they brought from home being well used on both evenings.
Our slumbers were interrupted abruptly at some ridiculous hour of the morning by the roar of a vehicle fitted
with brand new mud tyres pulling up in the middle of camp, and the
annoyingly cheerful (read: raucous) „good morning‟ from Stan
heralding the arrival of the William‟s!
At around 8.30am, once the Bramich family arrived we headed
along Howqua Hills Track past Fry’s Hut and the slate mine, before
stopping for a cuppa at Mitchell Station. The track from Mitchell‟s to
Mt Sunday was a pleasant, easy drive and Mt Sunday was
conquered fairly easily also, apart from a tight manoeuvre around a
log halfway up. Rumour has it that some paint may have been left
here, but details are very sketchy…
Lunch was enjoyed at the intersection of what everyone was hoping to be the aptly named ‘Son of a Bitch
Spur Track.‟ It turned out to be a major disappointment, so much so in fact, that it was starting to appear that
the only „hard‟ part of this trip was going to be the trip leader putting up with the whinging of disgruntled
participants!
Fortunately, this changed almost immediately as we began a steep descent along Grimmes Track. What
goes down must come back up, and despite some dozer work attempting to tame our ascent, the long
twisting climb up the other side of Grimmes Track to Blue Plain Spur kept everyone busy (silent!!) for a while.
Consequently it was a fairly contented group that set up camp at the bottom of Butcher Country Track that
evening.
Next morning at Stan‟s suggestion we headed up the first section of Butcher Country track. Stan and Bethne
set off early to do a recce with Alan and Vicki in hot pursuit and the rest of the stragglers still back at camp one crew in particular busily packing away an impressive array of new camping gear.
The rock steps at the first section proved an interesting challenge for the drivers, with good wheel placement
the key to forward progress. This was followed by a good, steep descent to the Caledonia River Track.
Everyone enjoyed the really pretty drive winding along the Caledonia river, with multiple river crossings
before the long climb up onto the Howitt High Plains. Stan‟s track selections proved excellent!
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Lunch was at Howitt Hut and it was here that Alan and Vicki discovered a broken bolt on their rear
suspension necessitating a slow steady drive back to civilization. For this they chose to retreat via Brocks
road to Mansfield, with the rest of the crew heading down Zeka Spur Track to Wonnangatta Valley. After
checking out the homestead area we headed out the southern end of the valley to the Humphray River Track
where once again multiple river crossings abounded.
Our final challenge for the day was the long steady climb up Water Spur Track to the top of Tea Tree Range,
where a well formed road led us back through the Buckland Valley to Porepunkah and home.
A most enjoyable weekend, with a great crew, visiting some truly wonderful country. No wonder we enjoy
our four wheel driving!
Noel and Irene

Butcher Country and Beyond
By Vicky Davis and Jim Bramich
The Davis's were first to arrive at camp at Sheep yard Flat on the Friday afternoon, Rob. H. turned up after
the camp fire was going and took it over for the night. Next to arrive was Frank & Henry. Then our trip leader
turned up about 10.30, we were already for bed by this time. It felt like we hadn't been in bed long when we
heard A turbo diesel & large Rubber tires approaching then saw lights followed by a loud voice come on you
lot get up its time to play Stan & Bethne had arrived. Jim said he was coming but we had just about given up
on him when we heard him over the CB another 5 mins and we would have been gone. (He would have been
there sooner but it was not possible to get the patrol to go any faster)
The sun was shining much to Stans disappointment, the
tracks were good, the Son of a Bitch track has changed not a
bitch any more but Grimme's track now earns the name, the
boys loved it. The Davis's moved a rock Stan gouged a bit out
of one rim on a rock. Irene put the first scratch on the new
camper too close to a tree and Stan touched the same tree with
the back of his Ute. The Davis's stoped for a puncher while
fixing it Allan noticed that there was a dent in another rim so
that was fixed with the hammer, then it was off to find our camp
for the night, Rob Holden and the 3 young boys decided that
the river looked too good not to go for a swim and in they went!
Camp set up tea cooked on the camp fire (thanks to Frank for
the new BBQ for all to use) a chat around the fire then it was time for bed.
When the Davis's got up the tire that had the dented rim was square on the bottom, the decision was
made to just pump it up and see what happened Stan did have a spare tube if needed. Stan, Bethne & the
Davis's were the first to leave camp via the Butchers track to see if it was passable, it was fine, just straight
up (Allan didn‟t realise Vicki had such an extensive expressive vocabulary) at one stage we couldn't hear the
rest of the group on the CB, so to pass on directions for them to follow us on to a right hand track a note was
left on a made-up sign post in the middle of the track. They found us just as we were finishing morning tea.
It was now time to play. The boys were very happy the
track was very steep and rocky in places but what was steep
going up was very steep going down and Stan prayed for rain
the whole time " I'm glad they weren't answered" as the
adrenalin was really pumping. Lunch stop at Howitt Hut and it
was time for Allan to put more air in the tire and on doing a
check found one U bolt broken the real axle, so it was
decided to part with the rest of the group and go home slowly
by the shortest way to the black top. We stopped at Bindaree
Flat at 5pm for afternoon tea and were very happy to see the
black top at 6.15.
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Getting closer to home going past McDonalds when we heard what we thought was Noel on the CB and it
was they were just going past from the opp direction at the same time, they were happy to hear us and know
we had made it out OK.
After parting with the Davis Clan it was decided that the Wonnangatta valley would be a good idea, so off to
Zeka Spur tk where we met up with some other 4WD‟s so we tucked in and let them past. Zeka was nice and
rocky in places and could have been very nice in the wet! Down in the Valley we had a quick look at the
grave yard and the old homestead site then headed out via Humphray tk which had some beautiful water
crossings then on to water spur, tea tree range and Selwyn ck which was littered with long trees fallen across
the track then home via Myrtleford

Seniors are the Nations’ Leading Carriers of
Aids
Hearing aids
Band aids
Walking aids
Medical aids
Government aids
Most of all MONETARY AID TO THEIR KIDS

NOTE: When writing up trip reports please remember to add who
participated in the trip
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Tasmania with CityWest 4x4 Club
After several years of not being able to take up the offer to join this trip, we were keen to make the 2010
Easter Tassie Trip. Our plan was to start a little earlier than the CityWest Crew, and have a look around the
Eastern side of Tasmania, a state we had never visited before. Unfortunately last minute car problems saw
us arriving at Devonport only a day early. This was just enough time to do a leisurely round trip through
Launceston and back to Devonport.
Four vehicles were perched waiting for us on the side of the highway just out of Devonport – or was it a
nature call? From here we commenced our drive to Rebecca Creek, picking up supplies and fuel along the
way. We were bemused at the sign at the campsite “Camp Elsewhere‟, and were glad that we had an
invitation by the local Braddon Club to enter. We weren‟t sure however that we were at the right spot as
there were many well fitted caravans, lots of quad bikes and a several dogs roaming around amongst some
happy holiday campers. A restful afternoon however found us meeting a great bunch of 4x4 enthusiasts,
who made a real effort to welcome us to their home turf.
The first day of our 4x4 adventures was a drive along the beach of
the West Coast to Sandy Cape. We learnt what the Quad bikes
were for as we saw the children having as much fun as the adults
driving along the beach and up and down the sand dunes. We
stopped at the Enterprise River for lunch and then returned along the
same route. The tide had begun to rise by this time, so the river
crossings became far more interesting, and we were glad of the
expertise of the locals.

A planned detour, following the tracks of those in front so as to
miss the stretch of quick sand, took us along some interesting
sand dunes to a spectacular lookout above a lake on the Wild
Wave River, which was nestled in a hidden valley between the
dunes. We never would have found it on our own. We were kept
entertained on our trip home, as at other times throughout the trip,
as the driver of a certain gold Patrol was clearly enjoying
searching out challenges along the way –we were warned not to
follow (not sure why?)

The 2nd day saw us enjoying spectacular views from the top of
Mt Balfour. It was just as well the views were so good, as Irene
wasn‟t too happy about the black grimy water that seeped into
her side of the vehicle whilst travelling along the worst of the
„Bog Holes‟ along the track. Shunt‟s petrol vehicle didn‟t like this
section either, with
water creating
havoc with the
distributor leads.
The steep descent down the other side of Balfour was enjoyed
so much that several participants just HAD to turn around and
climb back up. This proved quite entertaining for the spectators
below as the ascent was not completely straight forward for at
least one vehicle, and the ensuing descent saw another vehicle
coming down side on for a brief moment.
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A leisurely drive took us to the old mining town of Balfour. There was a new building in progress, but the only
remains of the old township was the cemetery, which we eventually found. Thanks for the directions guys!
After a little bit of searching the group also found the airstrip, which was in surprisingly good condition.
The 3rd day took us through some lovely countryside and over
the Fatman Barge to cross Pieman River at Corinna. We arrived
at Zeehan mid afternoon and whilst the crew set up camp we
explored the excellent museum. This was followed by an
expedition to the Spray Tunnel, where we dutifully travelled it‟s
length and then marvelled at its creation during the mining era.
We then thoroughly enjoyed exploring around some tracks and
mines in this area, before returning to camp for a nice hot
shower.
Montezuma Falls was the destination of the 4th day. This was a
fairytale type of drive through beautifully ferned rainforest country
which formed a canopy over the vehicles for much of the drive. In some areas the bush was so thick that the
lack of light saw very little undergrowth able to survive.
As we were following the old railway line there were several narrow cuttings along the way. We even say
some of the old rail sleepers still embedded in the track.
A short walk was followed by all
intrepid participants taking the
nerve wracking walk across the
suspension bridge to view the
spectacular falls. How a train
track was created across this
steep valley so long ago is hard
to imagine. The disused beams
with nails still intact can still be
seen as proof of its existence.
A short detour ended up being a bit longer than expected. A very
interesting track which ended in a bog hole that was gallantly attempted
by Clint after Woody was pulled out, but even he had to admit defeat.
We headed back to camp after this, but the boys played on!
Climies Track, led this time by Shunt, was the next challenge,
and it was clear that the crew who had travelled here on past
expeditions were really looking forward to this one. We were not
disappointed by their expectations. The track itself gave us
heaps of challenge, with plenty of eroded and rocky sections
where good wheel placement was continually required to ensure
a safe journey. The river crossing at Granite Creek was certainly
one such spot. Vehicles were
guided expertly to the other
side by our trip leader, and
everyone stopped for lunch happy travellers.
Exploration was the name of the game as Clint took some time out the front.
His trip leading skills came to the fore as he guided us to a spectacular view
of the ocean from a rock ledge perched on a cliff top. This was followed by
the discovery of an interesting Tin mining site. Unfortunately the track was
too deeply eroded to take us all the way, but it was worth the walk to explore.
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The day was finished off with a leisurely drive down to the
seaside village of Trial Harbour and then back once again to
our campsite at Zeehan.
The following day is a story of its own, and I‟m sure will be told
expertly by the City West crew. Sufficient to say that whilst we
enjoyed a leisurely non-four wheel tourist drive to Strahan and
Queenstown (due to Irene‟s back giving trouble) the boys
drove up to Pieman heads and back. We were greeted the
next day with tales of a true Steve Irwin style expedition. We
can all be proud of the boys for their Dolphin life saving
capabilities. Well done!
Before meeting back up with the crew, we did manage to do a bit of sightseeing,
taking in some lovely short walks and waterfalls on the way to Derwent Bridge.
Here we stopped in briefly to view „The Wall‟ – some exceptional wood carving
expertise that is well worth seeing!!
We caught up again at the edge of the Great Lake and then travelled towards
Deloraine, travelling through some thick fog which had formed suddenly in the
valleys beyond. A very enjoyable meal at the local hotel finished off a very
enjoyable Easter trip. Well nearly. The next day on Woody‟s advice we enjoyed
a trip out to the King Solomon Caves – another feature really worth visiting. All
that was left was the trip home on the Spirit of Tasmania and our desire to return
in the near future.
Thanks Woody for introducing us to a 4x4 Mecca, and to all the crew for a
wonderful trip – we will be back!
Noel and Irene Ham
Wangaratta 4x4 Club
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ANZAC WEEKEND 23 April to 26 April 2010
Stan, Bethne and Bryn headed off after work on Friday night and drove straight to
the Mountain Creek campground located at the base of Mt Bogong near Tawonga
and Mt Beauty. We had the caravan all set up just after dark, then lit a small fire to
cook our tea. It was quite warm so we didn‟t need a large fire for warmth. It started
raining about midnight and continued to rain heavily most of the night. The rain
drops sounded very loud on the roof of the caravan falling from a long distance from
the tops of the very tall gum trees. We could hardly hear Bryn‟s snoring over the
sound.
Saturday morning saw us having a leisurely breakfast in the caravan, and waiting to see if any club members
would join us. Despite a very popular and busy location for bush walkers, no club members were sighted, so
we headed off to explore the tracks about mid morning. It continued to be misty so it was a good idea to be
inside the dry vehicle. We found several enjoyable locations,
including the helipad on the Hollow Way and Rootsey Spur. Most
tacks in this area have a good stone base, however, some were
rather slippery after the rain.
We wound up in Mitta Mitta for a late lunch of pies and a cuppa,
in the warm
hospitality of the Mitta
store. We headed
the long way back to
camp on the Trappers
Creek Road and
found the lost
President about 10km from camp, heading in the wrong direction.
We had been collecting fire wood on the last few kms from camp,
so quickly had a nice campfire going after arriving back. We
cooked silverside on the camp fire for dinner and invited Robbo
to join us; however he had already arranged his meal. Rob
Holden arrived soon after and was treated to an already prepared meal compliments of the Williams‟.
Early to bed for the Williams, while the other two chose to repair the faults of the world over a mug or three of
port. Later our President found a big rock (60cm x 60cm), promptly fell backwards over it and remained on
the ground for some time. Hmmm. Rob H didn‟t help, other than to attempt to take photos in the dark.
Hmmm. Hopefully we will see these published on the website soon,
although perhaps just in the member‟s area (Rob, please send them
in!). We have no idea how Robbo made the climb up his vehicle to his
rooftop tent for the night, but seemed none the worse for wear in the
morning, despite all the shenanigans. Rob H had less of a distance
and height to get to bed, as he spent the night in his swag under our
caravan awning.
Sunday we enjoyed a
sleep in, before heading
off for a drive looking for
some tracks that Stan
had marked on his maps some 17 years ago as being “good”.
I‟m sure that most of our members won‟t need this translated.
Rob went passenger in Robbo‟s Patrol, and Stan, myself and
Bryn were in the Pajero. We followed the track past the Mt
Bogong walking track starting point, which involved 13 river
crossings. Well when I say river, they were actually streams.
One crossing was very unusual in that the water ran across the
hill rather than down-hill. Hmmm.
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We estimated that we were close to the next intersection when we discovered the road was blocked by a
fallen tree. So we returned the way we had come, 13 streams again, and found our way after an hour or so
back to the other end of the blocked track and as we are community and volunteering minded, we cleared the
tree. After all the hard work was done, a group of bushwalkers walked past, if only they had arrived half an
hour earlier to help.
We found an interestingly steep track off the Snowy Creek
track, called Mulhausen Track. It rose from 600m to 1200m in
a few short kms, so we practiced the “momentum technique”
of 4wding which Stan assures me is a bona-fide method.
Hmmm. It may have been about this time that Robbo decided
he would like a turbo fitted to his Patrol. The Pajero performed
beautifully and never looked to be in trouble on the climb. Rob
Holden enjoyed this track immensely. We came across some
small trees across the roads which were cleared without
difficulty. At the base of
Rootsey Spur and the Snowy
Creek Logging Track we
discovered a wonderful
treasure, an old cable operated
excavator / steam shovel. Warren crossed the river which was surprisingly
deep and water went up over the bonnet. Half way across we remembered
Warren doesn‟t have a snorkel. Yet. Going very fast to create a bow wave
and keep the water out of the air intake is called the “momentum technique”.
It‟s a versatile technique apparently. Hmmm.
We again called in to Mitta Mitta for an icecream and then headed back to camp, some vehicles more
leisurely than others so as to view the beautiful sunset. There were a few slides in evidence on the tracks
from the vehicle in front. Dave Robinson headed home, and Rob Holden stayed overnight before heading
home early the next Morning. He was looking forward to
cleaning up his Navara in preparation for it‟s sale. Bring on the
cruiser!
Monday morning saw Bethne able to take the wheel of the Pajero
and drive up to Mt Emu for a spectacular view of the take off
point used by the hang-glider fraternity. This track had been very
slippery on Saturday, with a motorcyclist coming a-gutsa
(technical bike term) and requiring ambulance aid. It was still
slippery but not quite so treacherous, and we were able to
explore an old hut with 50 year old graffiti on the way up. The
view from the top of the Mt across the valley was beautiful with
the farmland and town buildings spread out like a patchwork quilt
below us. We had clear views of Mt Bogong and surrounding
hills as well as Taronga and Mt Beauty. This was a memorable
location for our morning tea. We then headed back to camp and
with a quick pack up and lunch; we were on the road and heading
home in the early afternoon after a lovely weekend in the bush.
And for the curious, Mt Bogong means Big Fella. As no-one
under 18, or over 18 for that matter, answered this question, Stan
got to keep the prizes. I haven‟t seen him put on the princess
tiara. Yet.
Bethne 
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Club Trips
Please let a committee member know if you are interested in leading a trip. There are many
experienced club members who are more than willing to assist you with some planning, and to
assist you on the day, if you would like.

BUCKLAND VALLEY BASE CAMP AND TRAINING
15 & 16 May 2010
Destinations: Buckland Valley at the 19.2 km Horseshoe Campground
As David Jackson would say “which oddly enough is at the 19.2 km mark up from the end of the bitumen OR from the
Buckland bridge”.
The Plan:
Saturday 0930 hrs. Theory training at camp using vehicles and other training aids in place of sitting in a class room.
Saturday Arvo A drive on easy tracks with driving instructors and experienced members coaching the less experienced.
This will be a perfect introduction to new or inexperienced club members. We can learn some practical skills.
Saturday Night Stan or Jim may be talked into a short night drive.
Sunday More challenging tracks to test new skills learnt
Trip leader/s:
Emergency Contact:. 0428627773
Stan Williams and Jim Bramish
Contact phone numbers: 
Please advise Stan (57628456) or Jim (57662462) No later than Thursday 13 May at noon if you wish to attend the
training as we need numbers for training materials etc
Arrive at Camp
Arrive at base camp any time Stan will be there Friday arvo (14 May).
Training commences at 0930 sharp on Saturday.
Return Home Date:
Sundays drive will return to camp no later than 1500 hrs. Stan is staying until Monday arvo if you wish to stay and do
extra driving.
Trip rating:
Easy to Medium under instruction of the clubs trainers and experienced members
Type of tyre tread recommended:
Highway tyres or better with good tread
Fuel requirements
Fill up before leaving Myrtleford
Recovery gear:
If you have it please bring it for “show and tell”, we may get to use it. Don‟t forget protective gloves
Type of accommodation:.
Tents, camper trailers and caravans welcome
Personal equipment clothing etc:
It could be cold and wet but also bring your swimming togs if you dare. Sturdy footwear is essential.
Other Assistance





We will be taking most of the club equipment, if you can help pick up and carry some of the gear it would be
appreciated
Help is required in setting up shelters, training equipment and demonstrations
Sorry, but we can‟t have children attending the theory session
Club Members not participating in the training are most welcome so please come along and show support
(there may be children to entertain)
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BIRTHDAY DINNER
McEVOY TAVERN - EL DORADO

Saturday 22 May 2010
&
SUNDAY DRIVE
Trip leader/s:
Stan Williams
Menu on the night:
Standard menu.

Emergency Contact:. Tavern (Terry) 57251778

COSTS: meals should be about $20 per adult

Depending on numbers we could be eating in the tavern or in their specially prepared barn with a big pot belly for
warmth.
Time
6 for 6:30: Hungry Children can commence eating any time no need to wait for the older folk
Type of accommodation
Eldorado has a caravan park http://www.eldoradogemstone.com.au/ with units, cabins on site vans, powered and
unpowered sites
Bookings 03 5725 1745 or Email bookings@eldoradogemstone.com.au
Contact phone numbers: 
Please advise Stan (57 62 8456) No later than Monday evening 17 May 2010 as numbers need to be passed onto our
host.

Sunday Drive
Trip leaders
Bruce Doughty and Stan Williams

Meeting place
Tarrawingee - North East Car Club at 0930am on Sunday 23 May 2010, or if you live North meet us on “Flagstaff Rd
near Orions Track. No need to ring in just turn up and have fun.
Trip rating:
Easy to Medium. Some steep hills and Low Range will be required
If its wet alternative tracks will be available for the not so experienced
Type of tyre tread recommended:
Highway tyres or better with good tread
Recovery gear:
Standard kit (snatch strap two rated shackles & gloves)
Personal equipment clothing/food etc:
It could be cold and wet but also bring warm clothes and sturdy footwear.
Bring a picnic lunch with arvo tea planned at a bakery or ice cream shop in Yackandandah or Beechworth.
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CLUB CALENDAR 2010
Destination

Dates
2010

Buckland valley

15-16 May

Easy – medium Vans Ok

Yack/Beechworth forests,
Birthday Dinner Eldorado Hotel
Tentatively booked
Wonnangatta Valley

23 May

Easy to hard
Hotel 5725 1778 (Kevin)

Stan
Bruce Doughty
Sub Committee

12-15 Jun

Easy-medium Tent base camp

Kris & David

Observation Day

25-26 Jul

Surprise

Pyramid hill & Terricks Hill

15 Aug

Day picnic

Wyperfeld Nat Park Vic (subject to change)

11-14 Sep

Lake Moodemere / Murray River Area

16-17 Oct

Vans Ok May leave Friday
night
Vans Ok

Snowy River Buchan Caves

30 Oct-2
Nov
20-21 Nov

Pineapple flats Area
Christmas party
EDI Cutting

4-5 Dec

Type of trip

Proposed
leader
Confirmed

Medium Tent (on the move)
CUP Weekend
Base camp Off Rd campers
ok
Vans OK

Bethne
Williams
Ron B
Allan Trott
Confirmed

Barry & Bea
Robbo
Sub committee

Hard & Extreme trips by arrangement – Have a go and make a proposal
Week day trips by arrangement - Have a go and make a proposal
Help is readily available to trip leader with pre-trip planning, maps, directions and pre-trip news letter
reports – See the trip Coordinator or any experienced member for help.

INVITATION TO
SPONSORS
We would love to see
some of our sponsors on
our trips. Please
checkout the trips on the
calendar and see if any
might suit you. All you
need to do is to give the
contact person a call.
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